COVID-19 PROTOCOL

we continue making

the hearts beat
with the mask on

WHAT WE OFFER
Installations
The Installations are a set of interactive
structures made of different materials with more or
less complex mechanisms with which audiences
from all ages can play. Most of them allow a
single-player game and a group game. In “normal”
conditions, around each installation, there are two
types of public: the one who manipulates and the
one who observes.
The installations are distributed on an open
outdoors space and the users can enter freely
during 3 hours sessions. They are meant to be
installed on the street (squares, parks, pedestrian
roads), even though they can also
be installed in closed places, such as pavilions or
commercial centers.
.
At Tombs Creatius, we count with three actual
installations: Monster Colors, The strange travel of
Mr Tonet and Xics del Xurrac.
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Entresorts
The Entresorts are small-format performances
created in spaces, such as caravans or little huts,
where the public enters to live an artistic
experience.
Once inside, either standing, sitting, or lying down,
the audience watches a show, goes around a
circuit, or manipulates objects.
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Tombs Creatius offers two Entresorts:
The Trip is a caravan inside which users enter
individually, laying down, into a box in where
they watch an audiovisual show. In this case,
there's no manipulation involved.
PUCK Cinema Caravana is a little caravan
turned into a cinema. There’s room for seven
people who sit and watch the screened short
films. Inside, there's nothing to manipulate.
On the other hand, we just created a performance
that mixes entresort and installation, adding as
well live illustration: PUCK and the troupe.

GENERAL MEASURES
By following this protocol, we
intend to provide safe facilities
for our audiences.
We want to give them possibility
to enjoy our performing-arts
proposals as well as following
the norms to prevent everyone
from catching COVID-19.

TOMBS
CREATIUS
STAFF
SAFETY
MEASURES

Control of entrance
capacity
Keepeng social
distances
Surface cleaning
Hands disinfection

All personnel managing the installation must
wear a mask at all times
We request the audience to wear masks when
entering the installation, in accordance with
the current recommendations of the sanitary
authorities at the moment of the performance.
We inform the audience about the safety
measures to be carried out in a playful manner
accordingly to the mood of the installation

MONSTER COLORS
Proposal
‘Monster Colors’ is an interactive signature installation created by Tombs
Creatius and illustrated by the artist Carles Porta. It is a woodcraft collection
comprising 23 different playing spots that challenge the inventiveness of users
of all ages (it is recommended from three years and older).
Each one of the playing spots can host 3 to 4 people at a time, who can both
interact or observe the game of others.
We propose 3 hours long non-stop sessions, either morning or afternoon, and
we can also do two sessions a day with a pause in between.
Hiring this proposal would include the set-up, the wrap-up, and the
management of the activities by two of our staff members.

Technical specs
SPACE: 400 m 2 on a flat and clear area
without too many slopes
SET-UP: 2 hours
WRAP-UP: 1.5 hours
ACCESS: it's necessary that a van can
reach right next to the performance area
PARKING: it's necessary to save a
parking spot for a large van in a close-by
parking lot

Synopsis
Bumping around, imagination breaks
through new games and languages, and
when we open the door to oneiric universes
with the talent of the illustrator Carles Porta,
a collection that goes beyond wooden craft
games is born: the objects are sculptures
that express, art along with crafting open a
door to a whole imaginary world that
makes us play at the same time as dream.

PROTOCOLS
MONSTER COLORS
Entrance capacity
control
Marking out of the area with an only
entrance
Splitting the 3 hours of show into
limited time sessions (20' to 30'
according to the forecasted number of
visitors)
Limiting the entrance capacity to 70
people per session (which is 13
different cohabitants units of a
maximum of 5 people each)
Providing a previous booking service
to avoid queuing up (to be arranged
with the event's organizers)

Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask shall be mandatory
according to the current sanitary
regulation

Safety distance
More spacious setting up of
the installation
Ground marking delimiting
personal spacing around each
artifact

Cleaning and
desinfection
Providing hydroalcoholic gel at
the entrance and exit for
mandatory hands disinfection
Tombs Creatius staff will
assist with hands disinfection
inside the facilities
There'll be a thorough surface
cleaning between sessions

THE STRANGE TRAVEL
OF MR TONET
Proposal
‘The strange travel of Mr. Tonet’ is an interactive signature installation by
Tombs Creatius use that combines art and robotics. It's a crafting collection
made out of wood and recycled materials which comprises 10 playing spots
that challenge the inventiveness of users of all ages (it is recommended from 6
years and older).
Each one of these spots can host 5 people at a time, who can both interact or
observe others’ games. We propose 3 hours long non-stop sessions, either
morning or afternoon, and we can also do two sessions a day
with a pause in between. Hiring this proposal would include the set-up, the
wrap-up, and the management of the activities by two of our staff members.

Technical specs
SPACE: 300 m 2 on a flat and clear area
POWER POINT: 220v (more than a day)
SET-UP: 2 hours
WRAP-UP: 1.5 hours
ACCESS: it is necessary that a van can
reach right next to the performance area
PARKING: it is necessary to save a
parking spot for a large van in a close-by
parking lot

Synopsis
Mr. Tonet’s life is fascinating. His
adventures are a treasure to be found.
We want to share these unique findings;
the magic creatures he has met. They are
hidden in between wood boards, pallets,
and antique furniture. Every game is a
box. Inside each box, there's a story, and
in every story there’s a new creature. Let
yourselves be led by curiosity.

PROTOCOLS
THE STRANGE TRAVEL OF MR TONET
Entrance capacity
control
Marking out of the area with an only
entrance
Splitting the 3 hours of show into
limited time sessions (20' to 30'
according to the forecasted number of
visitors)
Limiting the entrance capacity to 50
people per session (which is 10
different cohabitants units of a
maximum of 5 people each)
Providing a previous booking service
to avoid queuing up (to be arranged
with the event's organizers)

Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask shall be mandatory
according to the current sanitary
regulation

Safety distance
More spacious setting up of
the installation
Ground marking delimiting
personal spacing around each
artifact

Cleaning and
desinfection
Providing hydroalcoholic gel at
the entrance and exit for
mandatory hands disinfection
Tombs Creatius staff will
assist with hands disinfection
inside the facilities
There'll be a thorough surface
cleaning between sessions

XICS DEL XURRAC
Proposal
'Xics del Xurrac' is an interactive signature installation created by Tombs
Creatius and directed by the actor and stage designer Carles Pijuan. It's a
woodcraft collection comprising 16 playing spots that challenge the
inventiveness of users of all ages (it is recommended from 4 years and older).
Each one of these spots can host 4 people at a time, who can both interact or
observe others’ games.
We propose 3 hours long non-stop sessions, either morning or afternoon, and
we can also do two sessions a day with a pause in between. Hiring this
proposal would include the set-up, the wrap-up, and the management of the
activities by two of our staff members.

Technical specs
SPACE: 300 m 2 on a flat and clear area
POWER POINT: 220v (more than a day)
SET-UP: 1.5 hours
WRAP-UP: 1 hour
ACCESS: it is necessary that a van can
reach right next to the performance area
PARKING: it is necessary to save a
parking spot for a large van in a close-by
parking lot

Synopsis
The first human castles team born out of a
carpentry. Their members are wood made
and they come alive through playing
every time they come out. They challenge
the inventiveness of people of all ages.
Let's play being a human castles team
and share values such a cooperation,
perseverance, or ability diversity. We only
need to play to be one of Xics del Xurrac.

PROTOCOLS
XICS DEL XURRAC
Entrance capacity
control
Marking out of the area with an only
entrance
Splitting the 3 hours of show into
limited time sessions (20' to 30'
according to the forecasted number of
visitors)
Limiting the entrance capacity to 70
people per session (which is 13
different cohabitants units of a
maximum of 5 people each)
Providing a previous booking service
to avoid queuing up (to be arranged
with the event's organizers)

Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask shall be mandatory
according to the current sanitary
regulation

Safety distance
More spacious setting up of
the installation
Ground marking delimiting
personal spacing around each
artifact

Cleaning and
desinfection
Providing hydroalcoholic gel at
the entrance and exit for
mandatory hands disinfection
Tombs Creatius staff will
assist with hands disinfection
inside the facilities
There'll be a thorough surface
cleaning between sessions

THE TRIP
Proposal
'El Viatge' is an entresort installation in which the audience enters individually
into a caravan where they’ll live a sensory and emotionally intense experience
of 3 minutes long. The show requires a confidentiality compromise from the
spectators, which also generates expectation around it whilst people are
waiting to enter. It is recommended for audiences of 12 years and older.
We propose 3 hours long non-stop sessions, either morning or afternoon,
during which people will be continuously entering one by one.
Hiring this proposal would include the set-up, the wrap-up, and the
management of the activities by one of our staff members.

Technical specs
SPACE: 8x4m on a flat and clear area
POWER OUTLET of 220v
SET-UP: 1 hour
WRAP-UP: 1 hour
ACCESS: it is necessary that van and
caravan can reach right next to the area
PARKING: it is necessary to save a
parking spot for a large van and a
caravan in a close-by parking lot

Synopsis
There are experiences that are lived just
once. Or two. The no-limits sidereal
journey that this peculiar mechanic is
offering us has to be taken individually,
and it carries each person to the ultimate
frontier. The experience is untransferable,
unique; it's short as it's intense, and it
leaves in everyone’s heart a secret to
keep. Do you dare to live it?

PROTOCOLS
THE TRIP
Entrance capacity
control
Clear and specific marking out of the
way in and out of the caravan
The show is meant for a single user,
so the entrance capacity is assured
for one person at time
Providing a previous booking service
to avoid queueing up (to be
arranged with the event's
organizars, arranging the entrance
of one person every five minutes
during the 3 hours that the session
lasts.

Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask shall be mandatory
according to the current sanitary
regulation

Safety distance
More spacious setting up of
the exterior stage decoration
to make keeping a safety
distance easier

Cleaning and
desinfection
Mandatory hands disinfection with
hydroalcoholic gel before entering
and after coming out of the
caravan
Individual custody of the elements
that the audience will have contact
with
Thorough cleaning of the surface of
the entrance drawer between
sessions

PUCK CINEMA CARAVANA
Proposal
'PUCK Cinema Caravana' is an installation that consists on a caravan turned
into a small cinema theater where there's room for 7 to 10 people, and where
auteur short films are screened for all sorts of audiences. The groups can
previously choose the film they will watch from a seasonally changing billboard.
It is recommended from one year and older.
We propose 3 hours long non-stop sessions, either morning or afternoon, and
we can also do two sessions a day with a pause in between.
Hiring this proposal would include the set-up, the wrap-up, and the
management of the activities by one of our staff members.

Technical specs
SPACE 10x5m on a flat and clear area
POWER OUTLET of 220v
SET-UP: 2 hours
WRAP-UP: 1.5 hours
ACCESS: it is necessary that a van and a
caravan can reach right next to the area
PARKING: it's necessary to save a
parking spot for a large van and caravan
in a close-by parking lot

Synopsis
PUCK it's a caravan turned into a small
cinema theater, maybe the smallest of the
world. There’s room for 7 people. It screens
auteur animation short films, of those that
are not shown on TV. PUCK’s menu is
varied and select. It feeds the spirit, spurs
passion for animation, and allows to enjoy
little great audiovisual works of art in an
environment that make us dream.

PROTOCOLS
PUCK CINEMA CARAVANA
Entrance capacity
control
Clear and specific marking out of the
way in and out of the caravan
Entrance limiting to one cohabitant
unit per session, with a maximum of 7
people per unit, wich is the caravan
capacity
Splitting of the 3 hours screening into
sessions of 10 minutes each
Providing a previous booking service
to avoid queueing up (to be arranged
with the event's organizers

Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask shall be
mandatory according to the
current sanitary regulations.

Safety distance
More spacious setting up of
the exterior stage decoration
to make keeping a safety
distance easier

Cleaning and
desinfection
Providing hydroalcoholic gel
at the entrance and exit for
mandatory hands
disinfection
Tombs Creatius staff will
assist with hands disinfection
There’ll be a thorough
surface cleaning inside the
caravan between sessions.

PUCK AND THE TROUPE
Proposal
'PUCK and the troupe' combines signature interactive installations with the
‘PUCK Cinema Caravana’. It's a micro festival of animation with three activities
in one: small format cinema, street games, and live illustration. The audience
can freely combine the three activities, which are recommended for all ages
from three years and older. After all, PUCK is meant even for the littlest kids.
We propose 3 hours long non-stop sessions, either morning or afternoon, and
we can also do two sessions a day with a pause in between.
Hiring this proposal would include the set-up, the wrap-up, and the
management of the activities by two of our staff members and the illustrator
Matías Tolsà.

Technical specs
SPACE: 400 m 2 on a flat and clear area
POWER OUTLET of 220v
SET-UP: 1 hour
WRAP-UP: 1 hour
ACCESS: It is necessary that a van can
reach right next to the performance area
PARKING: It is necessary to save a
parking spot for a large van and
caravan in a close-by parking lot.

Synopsis
The smallest cinema theater of the world
lives a revolution. The animated
characters come out of the screen an
invade the streets turned into games. We
need imaginative hands and open minds
to make them real. All PUCK’s troop is
ready to live adventures and, in the end,
to turn us into one more member of their
crew on the live illustrated wall painting.

PROTOCOLS
PUCK AND THE TROUPE
At PUCK installation
Clear and specific marking out of the
way in and out
Entrance capacity limited to one
cohabitant unit per session, with a
maximum of 7 people per unit.
Splitting of the 3 hours screening in 10
minutes sessions
Providing a previous booking service to
avoid queueing up (to be arranged with
the event’s organizers)
Mandatory mask wearing
Hands disinfection with hydroalcoholic
gel at entering and coming out
Thorough cleaning inside the caravan
between sessions

At the live illustration

At the games
Marking out of the area with an
only entrance
More spacious set up of the
installation
Ground marking up around
each game delimiting personal
safety distance
Splitting the 3 hours of show
into limited time sessions (20’ to
30’ according to the forecasted
number of visitors)
Limiting the entrance capacity
to 50 people per session (which
is 10 different cohabitant units
of a maximum of 5 people each).
Providing a previous booking
service to avoid queueing up (to
be arranged with the event’s
organizers).

Clear and specific marking up of the queue
Mandatory mask wearing
Hands disinfection with hydroalcoholic gel at entering and coming out
Thorough cleaning of contact surfaces between sessions

FAQ
What are the time limited sessions?
Our proposals are meant to offer three hours of non-stop performance in which
the audience participates freely. However, with COVID-19, it is necessary to
adapt such arrangement, and thus, we propose keeping up with the 3 hours of
show, yet dividing them into 20-minutes or half an hour sessions, according to
the forecasted number of visitors, who will enter in a controlled manner and up
to a concrete entrance capacity, designed accordingly to each proposal, so as
to keep safety distances.

How are the queues managed?
It is possible to study the procedure for each case according to the forecasted
number of visitors. The best way of organizing it is by offering a booking system
for each session in order to avoid queuing up.

What do the organizers must provide?
We handle the setting up of the installation and we take over of all safety
measures. The only thing that the organizers must do is to provide
hydroalcoholic gel dispenser at the entrance and the exit of the installation, as
well as managing the booking system in case there is one.

How is the audience informed of the measures to
be carried out?
The protocol we are proposing is anchored to the basic measures that have
been repeated since the beginning of this pandemic: distance, disinfection, and
mask. At the entrance of the installation we'll put up a clear informative poster
so that both adult and child audiences understand the necessity of everyone's
collaboration to compile with such measures. Moreover, our staff will remind
them about it during the whole show in a playful and friendly tone, which will
contribute to the atmosphere of calmness and collective fun that we want to
keep within our proposals, so as to generate a safe and fear-free space for
culture enjoyment.

WE HAVE THE EXPERIENCE
We’ve already carried out these protocols in
several locations, adapting them to the requirements
and specifications of each organization. The result
has been rather satisfactory for both the organizers
and the audience
Xics del Xurrac. Pas de la Casa (Andorra). Juli 6, 2020
PUCK and the troupe. Les Échapées Belles Festival (Alençon, France). July
18-19, 2020
Xics del Xurrac. Encamp (Andorra). July 23, 2020
The strange travel of Mr Tonet. Golmés. August 7, 2020
The strange travel of Mr Tonet. Sant Llorenç de Morunys. August 8, 2020
PUCK MicroFest (with PUCK and the troupe). Sant Esteve de la Sarga.
August 15, 2020
PUCK MicroFest (with PUCK and the troupe). Salàs de Pallars. August 21,
2020
The strange travel of Mr Tonet. Maldà. August 22, 2020
The strange travel of Mr Tonet. Massalcoreig. August 23, 2020
PUCK MicroFest (with PUCK and the troupe). Gavet de la Conca. August 23,
2020
PUCK MicroFest (with PUCK and the troupe). Isona. August 24, 2020
PUCK and the troupe. Festival CAFCA (Oviedo). August 28-30, 2020
The strange travel of Mr Tonet. Soria. August 30, 2020
The Trip. Festival Danseu (Les Piles). September 5-6, 2020
PUCK and the troupe. Bellpuig Festival. September 14, 2020
The Trip. Per Amor a l'Hart Festival (L'Hospitalet de Llobregat). September
7-19, 2020

Culture cures too

We continue
making the hearts
beat with the
mask
on

Living culture, experiencing
beauty, enjoying with art is
part of our health. It is
necessary to keep our body
healthy and safe… but also
our state of mind. We want
to contribute with a healthy
society in all ways.

We want to keep on making
you live exciting experiences
Both children and adults need
spaces for enjoyment that make us
feel emotions, that bring out our
souls, that make our hearts beat,
that tell us stories to remember…
that generate emotional heritage to
be cherish like a treasure.

Culture is safe
We want to offer an
interactive artistic space
for all sorts of audiences
that allows living emotions
calmly, without fear, and
that contributes with
generating
intergenerational bonds
while living several
collective experiences in a
safety manner.

